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Some good things in archery
periodically come back into
vogue, while still other trends

mean nothing will ever be the same.
So it especially is with broadheads.
Cut-on-contact broadheads are des-
tined to never fall out of favor.
Taking classic designs such as were
employed by Zwickey Eskimos or
Snuffers and adding space-age
materials and manufacturing toler-
ances is a no-lose situation.  On the
other hand, as technology in the
archery industry hurls forward
broadhead designers continue to
seek that magic bullet combining
accuracy and ruggedness.
Mechanical broadheads solved the
accuracy problem for many, though
others for one reason or another
shun moving parts in hunting heads.
Those customers may prefer to use
“mini” broadheads, one of the com-
pact fixed-blade designs that seem
to deliver good accuracy even from
the fastest hunting arrows.

Cut-on-contact (COC) heads
offer an obvious penetration advan-
tage over other styles.  For that rea-
son alone they will never fade away.
When your customer can develop
limited kinetic energy due to short
draw length or limited upper body
strength, or when he or she is
bowhunting the biggest, toughest
game on earth, COC heads make
sense.  Many modern COC heads
include hunt-ready factory edges
and weight and straightness toler-
ances to match high-tech replace-
able-blade designs.  This allows cus-
tomers greater penetration and pin-
point accuracy.  COC design has also
migrated into other broadhead
classes.  Even mechanicals such as
the Grim Reaper RazorTip and
RazorCut have taken on COC edges,
providing penetration confidence
for those who regard deployable
designs with suspicion.  COC has
also made a multitude of replace-

able-blade heads better. 
High-tech “mini” heads are

archery’s newest rage.  With typically
conservative cutting diameters,
aggressive attack angles, and limited
blade surface they penetrate deeply,
create wound channels larger than
actual cutting diameters, and pro-
vide field-point accuracy in a fixed-
blade design.  Many include solid-
steel ferrules for the utmost in
ruggedness.

If you’ve never shot a mini-head
yourself, you may be concerned
about selling something that gives
up a quarter inch or more in cutting
diameter. Also, these mini-heads
have angles that seem to chop more
than slice. Well, times have changed
since Andy Simo developed the
Thunderhead 125 profile that he felt
had the optimum width to length
ratio to easily slice through hide and
flesh. When shot from today’s more
efficient bows on fast, lightweight
arrows, mini heads with their much
more aggressive angle of attack
crater the hide as they slam into it,
slicing holes far bigger than their
cutting diameter. They may take a
little more force to press through a

piece of leather or vinyl in a bench-
top test, but tens of thousands of
dead deer testify to how well they
work in the real world.

For this May accessories issue,
ArrowTrade had me explore these
two trends in non-mechanical
broadheads, the minis and the cut-
on-contact styles I’ll refer to as COC.
Here’s what I found, arranged alpha-
betically by manufacturer.

AfterShock Archery
Carving out a place for itself with

innovative mechanical designs,
AfterShock entered the COC market
this year with what looks like a solid
hit.  The Maniac is a high-tech COC
offering deep penetration and nail
toughness of traditional broadheads
of old.  ShockLoc Dual-Rail blade-
locking system and tip-forward
design are its most obvious attribut-
es.  Blades slide into the ferule to clip
into place, cross-locking so you can
have a  four-blade or two- blade
option.  The .040-inch-thick, single-
piece main blade extends forward to
create its COC tip, also melding
seamlessly into the flight-stabilizing
4-Play tip/ferrule milled from aero-

AfterShock’s new Maniac offers high-tech design with old-fashioned cut-on-contact
performance. They are shown here in standard 100-grain (top) and in 125-grain by
adding AfterShock’s The Booster.

by Patrick Meitin
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space aluminum.  This provides high
strength and reliability.  A single-
piece .020-inch-thick bleeder slides
through the main blade to create
cross-section strength and locks into
place without additional locking
devices of any kind, which allows
instant blade replacement without
tools.

The Maniac weighs 100 grains,
but AfterShock’s new The Booster
transforms it into a 125-grain
instantly.  The 25-grain Booster
screws into any AMO standard insert
(including HIT), adding a .50-inch to
arrow length.  They are offered in
three diameters to accommodate
any arrow shaft, are made from high-
strength hard-coated aluminum,
and can be stacked if your customer
wants more weight behind his point.  

AmericanBroadhead
Company

The American Sonic is a true
original in the mini market.  These
ultra-short heads incorporate three
replaceable, .036-inch-thick Zero
Plane Technology blades merging
precisely to create an extremely
strong three-blade COC tip.  A steel
rear locking nut threads up the fer-
rule to anchor blades solidly.  The
compact heads provide true field-
point grouping at speeds exceeding
300 fps.  The 75- (aluminum ferrule)
and 100-grain (steel ferrule) heads
cut a circle 7/8 inches wide. The 85
grain (aluminum ferrule) and 125-
grain  (steel ferrule) cut a circle 1-
inch. Sonic also has a new steel-fer-
ruled Sonic Pro that provides a 1 1/8-
inch cutting diameter.  Aluminum-
ferruled Liberty heads provide a
more generous 1 3/16-inch cutting
diameter, though they naturally
aren’t as easy to shoot well on high
speed shafts.

Crimson Talon
Patented Spin-Tite helical-blade

technology helped set Crimson
Talon apart from other brands when
it came on the market a few years
ago. So does its wild packaging and
advertising: A toothy, grinning
demon wields a Crimson Talon XT
like a spear in the latest print ads. 

The redesigned Crimson Talon

XT enters the mini class with more
compact lines, without giving up its
aggressive cutting diameters.  This
wide-cutting “six-blade” proves pin-
point accurate via three rigid airfoil
main blades, with three additional
“bleeders” accounting for the six-
blade count.  These airfoils produce
improved accuracy, spinning arrows
much faster than right-helical fletch-
ing alone. Scott Mackie says they
also screw through the target “like a
drywall screw” for nasty Spiral
Wound Channels that won’t easily
clot.  Original features such as a tro-
car tip, 59.8-degree offset Kore Kut
bleeders, Ferrule-flage camo anodiz-
ing and V-Lock blade attachment
system remain.  XT denotes new
RhinoTuff XTreme Blades, made of
.024-inch-thick surgical steel; a full
33 percent thicker than Crimson
Talon blades of the past.  Both 100-
and 125-grain models have 1 ¼-inch
cutting diameters.  

The Crimson Talon Hyper Speed
includes like features, but is specifi-
cally designed for ultra-fast arrow
speeds.  The Spiral-Kut Tip itself
includes 11 rigid airfoils to ensure
that the faster the head is pushed,
the more spin stabilization is pro-
duced. At shows, the Crimson Talon
display has compressed air blowing

straight at the tips, to show how the
tips alone spin the arrow as it travels
toward the target. 

Spin-Tite technology is also part
of Crimson Talon’s COC lineup, high-
tech designs I expect will function
well from both hot compounds and
traditional tackle.  The Crimson Croc
has the classic 3:1 cutting ratio, but
all similarities end there.  The four-
blade design includes Offset Kore-
Kut bleeders and Teflon-coated main
blade, plus partial serration along
the primary blade.  The rugged, .049-
inch-thick primary blade incorpo-
rates rear airfoils to increase spin
and screw through targets. The offset
bleeders are a tough .020-inch thick.
Blades are set in a Ferrule-flage alu-
minum ferrule by steel set screws for
easy replacement.  They are offered
in 100-grain 1-inch, and 125-grain 1
1/16-inch cutting diameters.               

The Viper Venom provides the
benefits of Spin-Tite accuracy plus
Spiral Wound Channel/Kore-Kut
blood trails in a more aggressive 1 ¼-
(100-grain) or 1 ½-inch (125-grain)
cutting diameter.  Aside from wider
cutting diameter other specs match
that of the Croc, but the blades are
raw stainless steel instead of Teflon
coated.  

Crimson Talon’s Crimson Raptor

Crimson Talon heads stand out with Spin-Tite, airfoil blades that increase spin rates
and increase accuracy. For 2007 replaceable-blade models have been made more com-
pact and also include thicker RhinoTuff XTreme blades, cut-on-contact models offering
unsurpassed accuracy in that style. A sampling of heads, left to right, include; Crimson
Talon XT, Hyper-Speed XT, Crimson Croc, Viper Venom and Crimson Raptor, a cut-on-con-
tact with cross-cutting deployable blades.
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provided inserts are also straight in
the shaft.  Both 100- and 125-grain
heads provide 1 1/8-inch cutting
diameters.       

Monoflow also provides true
COC broadheads with impressive
toughness.  The three-blade Montec
is one-piece solid steel from mount-
ing threads to COC tip.  There is no
damage customers can inflict, short
of hitting a large rock on the other
side of their quarry, that can’t be
remedied with a few swipes on a
whetstone.  The 85-grain “mini”
Montec was designed specifically for
arrow speeds faster than 280 fps,
though I’ve experienced perfect
flight at such speeds with Montec
100s.  Traditionally-minded cus-
tomers also have the option of a 125-
grain model.   

Tekan II mechanicals provide
the security of a deep-driving COC
leading edge and two wide-cutting
mechanical blades.  One hundred-
and 125-grain models feature a
wicked one-piece-molded steel fer-
rule/COC tip carrying two opposing,
razor-sharp deployable blades that
slide down the ferrule on impact and
cam open to provide a 1 5/16-inch
cutting diameter.  The design uses
only three pounds of energy to
deploy, utilizing the arrow’s forward
inertia to transfer maximum energy.
The mechanical blades are an
impressive .040-inch thick.  

Grim Reaper
The new Hades offers Grim

Reaper fans a mini, fixed-blade
option complete with the company’s
unique and deadly features.  The
three-blade head starts penetration
with a new V-notched tip plying
sharp cutting edges aligned with
blades for continuous cutting
action.  Grim Reaper’s patented
MAXX-EDGE SS blade technology
gives customers the backbone
strength of a .035-inch blade diame-
ter with the sharpness advantage of
a stepped-down cutting-edge thick-
ness of .020-inch.  Edges are sharp-
ened all around to cut coming and
going if the arrow falls out or is
pulled out by the animal.   

Grim Reaper is better known for
innovative and rugged mechanical

heads; the newest including COC
tips for greater penetration poten-
tial.  Razorcut tips are designed to
eliminate kick-outs on angled hits
and promote maximum penetra-
tion.  They are held in a streamlined
all-steel tip via set screw to be
replaced instantly.  The Razorcut 75-
grain Mini includes a 1 1/8 cut, and
is a maximum speed head that
promises to penetrate like a fixed-

blade head.  Like 100/125-grain
models, the 85-grain Razorcut
includes a 1 3/8-inch cutting diame-
ter, while the 100/125 Extra includes
an aggressive 1 ¾-inch cutting
diameter.  The 100/125-grain mod-
els include 25-grain weight-cup
options for adjustable weight
options.  Patented MAXX-EDGE SS
Technology blades are included. 

Grim Reaper is best known for its innovative mechanical designs, deployable heads
that give nothing up to fixed-blade heads in penetration and ruggedness. A new
Razorcut tip gives those heads still more penetration potential, shown in 100/125 stan-
dard (bottom) and 75-grain Mini.

PHOTO BELOW: Magnus has been a huge name in traditional archery circles for
decades. The Stinger, Stinger BuzzCut, and new Snuffer SS brings the company into the
modern, high-speed compound age. Some examples of the newest models include, left
to right, BuzzCut two-blade and four-blade 100-grain, and Snuffer SS 125-grain.





mate reliability.  The head is 1 1/16-
inches wide, with a size and preci-
sion tolerances that promise tight
groups from fast bows. As noted, the
blades are easily replaced.  

The impressive Crossfire mini
pulls together a remarkable array of
technological advances.  The one-
piece-molded, stainless-steel blade
cartridge makes it impossible to lose
a cutting edge, and each blade also
has a patented winglet to help
increase arrow spin and optimize
stability.  The entire blade cartridge
rotates to roll off bone while pene-
trating, plus the main body includes
patented dimples, like a golf ball, for
further flight control. Blades are
razor sharp and tapered from .040-
to .027-inch front to rear, and
aligned with the six-edged cutting
tip.

The new Thunderhead XP is the
next generation of Thunderhead.
The XP includes a razor-sharp COC
tip, Micro-Grooved Pro ferrule to fur-
ther aid penetration and accuracy.
The 100-grain model cuts 1 1/8 inch-
es, the 125-grain 1 3/16 inches, but
includes shorter dimensions than
original Thunderheads I referenced
early on in this feature.  They retain
.027-inch-thick blade specs and
super-sharp Diamize edges.        

Of NAP’s impressive mechanical
lineup, the newest include razor-

sharp COC tips for deeper penetra-
tion.  The 100- or 125-grain Spitfire
XP ProSeries follows original Spitfire
design — with penetration-enhanc-
ing micro-grooved, Slimline ferrule,
dependable blade-retention system
requiring no O-rings and 1.5-inch
cutting diameter — but also provides
a razor-sharp, COC tip for added
penetration.  The 100- or 125-grain
Scorpion XP also includes a COC tip,
with Advanced Power Grooved fer-
rule for added strength and penetra-
tion.  The Scorpion XP’s cutting
diameter is a more conservative 1.25
inches for deeper penetration on
bigger game.

NAP’s RazorBak has been
around awhile, but remains as popu-
lar as ever due to stop-for-nothing
COC design wrapped around a high-
tech, ultra-precise rotating-blade
design.  The resharpenable .039-
inch-thick primary blade is offset by
a .027-inch-thick bleeder to absorb
punishing hits in stride. The patent-
ed rotating head allows the broad-
head to roll off bone.  They are
offered in 100- and 125-grain mod-
els, both with 1 1/8-inch cutting
diameters.      

NAP Razorcaps’ three-blade,
COC design provides ultra-precise,
one-piece laser-welded construc-
tion, indestructible .040-inch-thick
stainless blades, and accurate, deep-

penetrating 1 1/8-inch cutting diam-
eter.  What makes it unique is its
interchangeable ferrule system.  This
allows customers to assemble 100-,
125-, 175-, or 200-grain heads by
using various ferrule options.
Photon Blade Bonding assures supe-
rior straightness and rugged
dependability. 

New for 2007, the HellRazor bor-
rows from Razorcap Photon Blade
Bonding technology to create a one-
piece, all-steel COC three-blade
head that comes out of the package
scary sharp.  They are built to opti-
mize accuracy and maximize pene-
tration from today’s fast, high-per-
formance bows, without a loose
blade ever.  The resharpenable
blades are .027-inch thick in both
100- and 125-grain models, both of
which are 1 1/8 inches wide.    

Rage Slipcam
Rage SlipCam, rear blade

deployment design with COC tips
includes 2-inch cutting diameter
two-blade and 1.5-inch-wide three-
blade models.  The 100-grain heads’
COC stainless instant-cut tips pre-
vent kick-outs on angled hits. The
tips are anchored in machined air-
craft-grade aluminum ferrules by a
set screw so as to be replaceable.
The HexFlat ferrule design improves
flight stability and holds an
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New Archery Products is perhaps the biggest name in broadheads, with a model for
every bowhunter and every bowhunting need, from replaceable-blade mini to tradition-
al-flair cut-on-contact styles. Prime examples include, left to right, Nitron, Crossfire,
Thunderhead XP (shown in 100-grain), RazorBak (shown in 125-grain), Razorcap (shown
in 100-grain), HellRazor (shown in 100-grain), Spitfire XP Pro (shown in 100-grain), and
Scorpion XP (shown in 125-grain).

Rage Slipcam heads are mechanical
broadheads with cut-on-contact tips for
greater penetration and an ability to han-
dle angled hits without pole-vaulting off
the target. Included in the lineup are the
three-blade (top) and two-blade (bottom).





and namesake Innterloc Center
Locking System. In this design, L-
based stainless blades are held
against interior ferrule walls with a
threaded one-piece retaining center-
shaft/cutting-tip.  This steel shaft
runs the length of the ferrule for
extra toughness and strength.  The
three-blade head is available in 100
and 125 grains and both wear .020-
inch-thick blades.  The 100-grain
model includes 1 1/16-inch cutting
diameter, the 125-grain 1 1/18-inch.

Innerloc’s other mini-head can-
didates include aircraft-quality alu-
minum ferrules and made-for-speed
weight.  They are offered in myriad
models, in two-, three-,  four-, and
five-blade configurations and in
weights from 75 to 125 grains, cut-
ting circles from 1 1/16 to 1 1/18
inches wide.  

Tight Point
The Shuttle T-Lock has notice-

ably different lines, but also remark-
able design features that assure
blade loss becomes a thing of the
past, even after the hardest bone

hits.  The single-piece stainless steel
ferrule includes a sharp, three-edged
tip and strengthening flutes, all

made possible through patented
Metal Injection Molding (MIM) tech-
nology.  MIM technology also makes
possible the T-Lock blade, incorpo-
rating a cross-footed base that slides
into precise ferrule slots to make
blade loss nearly impossible.  The
stainless steel blades include a
Dangerous Curves design that deliv-
ers good flight and cuts large entry
and exit wounds, a concave cutting
edge that starts small and works up
to final cutting diameter.  Blades
include a tapered design with a base
thickness of .041 inches, non-vented
to minimize any possibility of flight
noise, accurate flight from the fastest
bows and excellent penetration.  

Trophy Ridge
The Rocket broadhead line is

now part of Bear Archery, since the
company has purchased Rocket’s
own owner, Trophy Ridge. Rocket’s
Ultimate Steel is another mini-head
original.  These deadly little heads
sport a one-piece-milled steel fer-
rule with cutting Pathfinder tip
aligned with three solid .036-inch-
thick blades.  Blades include extra
wide “Bacon Skinner” grind for
spooky sharpness and are held at the
rear by a steel retaining ring.  Each
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One of the original mini heads, Slick Trick includes an all-steel ferrule, thick .035-inch
blades and unique blade-locking system that makes lost blades impossible. They are
offered in 85-grain 1-inch cut, 100-grain 1-inch Standard and 1 1/8-inch Magnum and
125-grain Standard and Magnum. Starting at 5 o’clock and going clockwise, 85-grain,
125-grain Standard, 125 Magnum, 100-grain Standard and Magnum.

PHOTO BELOW: Sullivan’s Innerloc technology creates mini heads that are stronger
than heads with much larger dimensions. “Angle-iron” blade bases snug against interior
ferrule walls and are clamped into place by a steel shaft/tri-edged tip that threads into
the ferrule base. The blade bases and shaft create a solid column of steel down the cen-
ter of the broadhead for increased ruggedness. Shown here are the Stainless Extreme,
top, in assembled 100-grain and exploded-view 125-grain. Below are an assembled 85-
grain four-blade, and an exploded 75-grain three-blade.








